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A Nation in Mourning
Wednesday, September 19, 2001

The Daily

EasternNews
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Time flies when business is fun

Eastern systems
affected by
NIMDA virus
By Jessica Danielewicz
Campus editor

Students and faculty experienced
problems with the Internet
throughout the day Tuesday while
Information Technology Services
tried to find out what the problem
was and how to fix it.
“Most likely, it has to do with a
new virus that has hit the Internet,”
said Bill Witsman, associate vice
president
of
Information
Technology Services.
Similar to this past summer’s
“Code Red,” the new worm has
been called “Nimda” and could possibly be worse than “Code Red,”
Witsman said.
Witsman said problems were
realized early in the day, and most
of Tuesday was spent trying to figure out what it is and how it can be
fixed.
Witsman said this worm has hit
systems worldwide.

Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor

Rob Murray, a bartender with Top of The Roc, serves two drinks to customers Tuesday afternoon.

The Blackfront is still Roc’n Charleston after 80 years
By Larry Ward III
Staff writer

Through gambling, gangsters
and ghosts, Roc’s Blackfront
Restaurant and Lounge has been
serving the City of Charleston
everything from baby-back ribs to
Red Bull and Vodka mixers to
fried frog legs and chilled
Courvosier.
Current owner Michael Knoop
has seen dramatic changes in the
five years he has been owner.
Roc’s, 410 Sixth St., underwent
a complete 10-month renovation
in 1996 after Knoop took over
from previous owner Dave Isbell.
“I wanted to keep the original
attitude of Roc’s,” Knoop said.
Knoop originally worked at the
bar when he was 19.
“Of course, back then, that was
legal. Roc’s was my roost,” he said.
Knoop improved everything
from the wiring to the windows.

The most important items that
remained intact are the main floor
and a classic 35-foot long walnut
bar which was installed in 1941,
he said.

A Closer Look
Stories that show what makes
long-standing Charleston
businesses tick.

Questions have long surrounded the historic brick building,
where rumors of gambling, gangsters and even a ghost story have
circulated for years.
After the renovation, Knoop
uncovered interesting secrets
behind the walls of one of
Charleston’s historic buildings.
Total boards for horseracing,
gambling boards and many other
secrets turned up.
Roc’s began in the early 1900s
as a home for the Charleston

Courier Newspaper. The original
name for the bar was the
Redfront.
Around
the
time
of
Prohibition, Roc’s became a
speakeasy. Many coffee cups held
drinks much stronger than a cup
of joe. As people cheered the
ponies, money was won and lost,
but tradition stayed the same.
The Redfront had visitors from
all over central Illinois and even
some from Chicago, Knoop said.
The allure of gambling and profit
brought down big-name Windy
City action.
“We found a buzzer system in
the wall when remodeling, an
early warning if someone came
around that shouldn’t,” Knoop
said.
Direct lines led to trucks, craps
tables, roulette wheels and the
total boards for horse racing. The
See ROC’S Page 7
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The Nimda worm, which is
“admin” spelled backward, attacks
Web servers, Witsman said.
A worm is a virus that attacks
workstations like an earth worm,
said Tim Lewis, network engineer
for the university. Just as a worm
“wriggles around and tries to get
into the ground, (the computer
worm) tries several different ways
to get into the computer system
until it can find a way in,” Lewis
said.
As of Tuesday night, it appeared
the worm simply causes systems to
slow down, Lewis said. However, as
the worm is studied further, more
problems may appear.
“It is a virus creating a large
amount of network traffic,”
Witsman said.
That traffic is in the form of the
Web browser trying to communicate with others in the background,
See NIMDA Page 9

Disability Services
plans conference
on special students
By Pat Guinane

Administration editor

Assimilating to college classes
can be a difficult experience for students with disabilities, and many
students are denied special treatment.
A number of students who have
received disability accommodations
from an early age don’t qualify for
those accommodations when they
enter college. The determination is
made on an individual basis,
Kathryn Waggoner told the Faculty
Senate Tuesday.
“Even if they’ve had support
since kindergarten, it doesn’t necessarily mean they’ll get it here,” said
Waggoner, who is Eastern’s assistant director of the Disability
Services office. “That’s where I get
a lot of irate parents and confused
students.”
Disability Services is planning a
fall conference that will focus on
the issues facing students with disabilities who are making the transition from high school to college.
Disability Services seeks to

address the needs of those students
who do qualify for special accommodations and gives assistance to
faculty members who instruct students with special needs.
“Basically, what we do at our
office is determine accommodations for students with disabilities,”
Waggoner said. “The other thing
we do is provide support for faculty
and staff.
“The reason we do this is to provide equal access to students with
disabilities, so they have equal
opportunities,” she said.
Allowing students additional
time to take tests is one of the ways
Waggoner’s office accommodates
students with disabilities. She said
students with disabilities are usually granted “time-and-a-half ” for
taking tests. So for a test administered during a normal 50-minute
class period, a student with a disability would be allowed 75 minutes.
However, it would be inappropriate for an instructor to single out
See DISABILITY Page 7
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Eastern Hello Dali to hold benefit show three-day
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Money raised will help victims of terrorist attacks forecast
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By Erika Larson
Activities editor

More than a week has passed
since planes struck the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon,
and relief needs continue to grow.
In response, Hello Dali, one of
Eastern’s improvisation comedy
troupes, will perform at 10:30
p.m. today in 7th Street
Underground and will accept
donations to be given to the
American Red Cross East
Central Illinois Chapter for relief
efforts.
The show costs $1, and attendees can give any amount above
that if they wish to. All proceeds
will be donated.
This is the second performance of the year for Hello Dali,
a short-form improvisation comedy group that has been com-

pared to television’s “Whose
Line is it Anyway?”
The non-profit troupe, with
nine student members and one
alumni, has no script and plays
games based on audience suggestion.
“It’s ‘fly-by-the-seat-of-yourpants’ comedy,” said member
Sarah Butcher.
She said members find it difficult to entertain during such a
tragic time in the United States.
“We’re going to try to just
keep going,” she said. “We realize
that everyone has to go on with
their lives, and laughter is one of
the best ways to get through
things.”
Member Debbie Donovan
said, “I think the whole entertainment industry has been
struggling with what has happened recently. Now we want to

“

We’re going to try to just
keep going.We realize that
everyone has to go on with
their lives, and laughter is
one of the best ways to get
through things.
Sarah Butcher,
Hello Dali member

today
73°
54°
showers

Thursday
78°
53°

”

work in our small way to do what
we can.”
Everyone is welcome to
attend. Butcher encouraged people to come “to get away and
clear their mind for awhile.”
Hello Dali plans to perform
every other Wednesday night in
7th Street Underground.

chance
of rain

Friday
74°
55°
partly
sunny, rain

Students
learn EZ
defense
By Cameron Foster
Staff writer

About 40 female students
learned some simple techniques to
defend themselves in potential
attack situations at the “EZ
Defense Workshop” Wednesday
night in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The seminar was led by Mitch
Saret, a blackbelt instructor for
Karate USA in Charleston. Saret
brought four students from his class
to assist in teaching different moves
and strategies.
Saret was quick to mention that
he could only teach basic moves in
the hourlong seminar. He said he
could not guarantee that the steps
he would show would work, but
they could assist if a dangerous situation did arise.
“These are the very basics of selfprotection,” Saret said.
The type of self-defense Saret
taught did not involve strength or
moves. He mainly focused on what
situations were most likely to arise
and what to do in the event that
they do.
The focal point of his presentation was based upon “The Simple
Seven” strategy. These were seven
basic moves to execute fairly easily.
They were targeted towards different body parts, including the eyes,
nose, throat, chest, groin, knee and
foot.
“These are basically streetfighting moves I teach. It only takes a
quick reaction to execute,” Saret
said.
Many students were able to learn
much from the seminar and were
impressed by the simplicity of the
moves.
“These techniques are easy to
remember and very informative,”

Colin McAuliffe/Staff Photographer
Lorissa Kellogg, a senior special education major, hits Stacy Dyer, a sophomore undecided major, who is holding
a hitting cushion at the EZ Defense life skills workshop, held in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
said Kerry Fitzgerald, a freshman
elementary education major.
Other students wanted to learn
some simple strategies because they
are from an urban area and plan on
heading back soon.
“I basically came because I’m
going back to Chicago soon, and I
want to feel safe,” said Jen Walker, a

senior special education major.
Other students made references
to walking around alone on campus
as a motive to learn some defense
techniques.
“In general, I basically feel pretty
safe, but when you’re walking alone,
you have to be a little cautious,” said
Gia Hyos, a freshman elementary

education major.
Saret also teaches classes and
seminars on other situations, such
as when people are approaching
their cars in a dark parking lot, rape
situations and attacks when an
offender is using weapons.
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Faculty Senate OKs Hencken’s administrative changes
By Pat Guinane

Administration editor

The Faculty Senate has given
interim President Lou Hencken its
approval to proceed with administrative reorganizational changes.
Tuesday the senate unanimously
approved a resolution to support
Hencken’s proposed changes.
When implemented, the reorganization will move several offices
from Student Affairs to other areas.
The Admissions, Records and
Registration offices will move under
Academic Affairs. External Relations
will absorb Alumni Services and athletics will report directly to Hencken,

who handled that office while vice
president for student affairs.
Steve Rich, director of Alumni
Services, assured the senate that the
move will not greatly affect his
department.
“I think, from our standpoint, for
our staff, it’s a non-issue,” he told the
senate.
Rich indicated that the transition
has already begun.
“It’s been seamless,” he said. “So
really all its changed is who I’ve had
to get a signature from. That’s about
it.”
Rich said that Alumni Services
was under the External Relations
department up until less than two

years ago until former President
Carol Surles decided to move the
department under Student Affairs
and Hencken.
He said that Alumni Services hasn’t had to worry about leadership as
long as Hencken has been around,
noting that, since 1995, Hencken
hasn’t missed a single Alumni
Association Board Meeting.
In other business, the senate discussed a revised candidate interview
schedule for the associate vice president for academic affairs for technology position.
Glenn S. Everett of the University
of Tennessee-Martin will be on campus for interviews on Oct. 1. He

replaces candidate Frank Moore of
Longwood College in Farmville, Va.,
who withdrew for personal reasons,
said James Tidwell, senate member
and journalism professor.
John D. Gaboury of William
Patterson University in Wayne, N.J.,
will interview on Oct. 10. He was
originally scheduled to interview on
Sept. 26, but Tidwell said Gaboury
works approximately 25 miles from
New York City and his interviews
were pushed back in light of the
recent terrorist attacks.
In a related note, Senate Chair
Bud Fischer, biological sciences professor, expressed thanks for all those
who participated in last week’s Red

Cross Collection Drive.
“It was an incredible show of positiveness for the community,” said
Fischer, noting that $34,000 is a lot of
money for a small town to raise in a
short period of time.
The senate also discussed supporting a Student Senate resolution
to include a question concerning
instructor effectiveness on all end-ofsemester evaluations.
Fischer and Reed Benedict, senate vice chair and sociology/anthropology professor, will meet with
Jessica Catto, student vice president
for academic affairs, Thursday to
draft a letter that will be sent to the
department chairs.

WTC, Pentagon tragedies will be examined in panel tonight
By Benjamin Tully
Staff writer

When two airliners fly full speed
into both towers of the World Trade
Center and another hits the
Pentagon, Americans are left pondering the simple question: why?
Eastern’s equivalent to high-profile political and economic analysts —
professors of political science, economics, and history — will participate in a panel presentation titled
“Causes and Consequences of Recent
Terrorist Actions,” to try and answer
that question.
Topics ranging from Osama bin
Laden and foreign relations to the

economic causes of terrorism will be
at the forefront of the discussion at 7
p.m. today in Lumpkin Hall room
2030.
With economics professor Alan
Grant acting as moderator, panelists
will be allotted five to seven minutes
to discuss the topic in their fields of
expertise, with a second session of the
presentation being open to questions
and discussion from the audience.
Panelist Eric Hake, economics
professor, said the panel presentation
is a way to provide food for thought
and to deal with terrorism issues.
“In the light of recent events, we
thought it would be nice to have dif-

ferent points of view,” Hake said.
Scott Levi, a history professor
who traveled through Pakistan in
1996 and 1997, will offer his insight
to the living conditions and state of
Afghanistan during his visit as a guest
of the then-northern alliance leader
in the civil war, General Dostum.
Dostum later fled and was replaced
by Ashmed Shah Masoud, who was
assassinated just days ago.
“The country, even at that time,
was embroiled in civil war,” Levi said.
Levi also said the hotel he stayed
in had running water for only one
hour a day and the living conditions
were terrible. He likened a U.S. coun-
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Top Five Reasons to Rush Delts...
(No Questions, Just Answers!)

1. Size Matters - Quality not Quantity.
2. Brotherhood - Tightest on Campus!
3. True off Campus Housing - Delt House,
Anex, & Margaritaville!
4. #1 in National Grades!
5. Best T-Shirts on Campus!

Still not convinced? Stop by and meet the men of Delta Tau Delta for all the
reasons you’ll ever need to rush!

terattack on Afghanistan’s scattered
guerilla regime to “a baseball bat
being swung at an angry swarm of
bees.”
Levi will offer insight to the discussion through his knowledge of
history and experiences in the Middle
East.
Other panelists include Ryan
Hendrickson, political science professor, whose expertise on terrorist
Osama bin Laden made him a source
for a recent local newscast.
Hendrickson also has published articles on bin Laden, Hake said.
Lt. Col. Laurence Sefren, commander of Eastern’s branch of the

As a president of The Association of International
Students and on behalf of all international students, we extend our
deepest condolence to all the victims, families, friends, and relatives who
lost their loved ones in the tragedy caused by terrorists acts on last
Tuesday. We want to share that we feel equal pain in this inhuman
tragedy.
Also we would like to thank the EIU Administration, Dean
Qugustine, and International Programs for their concern for our
welfare. We special y appreciated the phones made available to call our
families.
Krishna Desar
President
Association of International Students

Tonight: Burger King Whoppers

Tuesday

Delt house 1707 9th Street
If you need a ride call:
Delt House - 348-8222
Delt Annex - 348 - 0473
Margaritaville - 345-4633

$1.00
Well Drinks

I
f You’ve Seen The Rest - Join The Best

Advertise
Phone:

581-

Display,
Classified,

Advertise

Reserve Officer Training Corps, will
offer his expertise in the field of military science, Hake said.
Edmund Wherle, history professor, will bring his extensive knowledge of U.S. history with a concentration in foreign affairs.
And David Carwell, political science professor, teaches a class on terrorism at Eastern, Hake said.
Audience members are encouraged to participate in the discussion
following the panelists’ short talks.
“We will open it up to questions
after 40 minutes,” Hake said. “We
don’t want people to think we are
going to talk for an hour and a half.”

* Banquets available up to 70 people
Open Mon-Thurs 6:00am-3:00pm, Fri & Sat 6:00am-8:00pm, Sun 6:00am-3:00pm

Vodka, Amaretto,
Gin, Rum, &
Admiral Nelson
now
accepting
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Project 21
right approach
hen we were children, we were told
not to cross the street by ourselves
because we could get hit by a car. We
were told not to eat cookies before dinner because it would spoil our appetites. We may not
have liked these “rules,” but we were supposed to follow them anyway.
Rules and laws are
made for a reason, and
Laws weren’t made to people should obey them
be broken
regardless of whether they
This project should enforce
like the law or rule.
laws that are already in place.
U.S. law states that
the legal drinking age is
21, and city law states that the bar-entry age in
Charleston is 21.
The Illinois Liquor Control Commission’s Project
21 is an underage alcohol prevention campaign, the
objective of which is to achieve overall compliance
among establishments with liquor licenses to put a
halt to serving minors in bars.
Project 21 is a good idea because it will help
enforce the law. According to statistics from the
Illinois Liquor Commission:
■ Sixty-five percent of underage students reported
having at least one alcoholic drink in the past 30 days.
■ Close to 70 percent say a friend or acquaintance
of legal drinking age bought the liquor for them.
■ Thirty-six percent of students report using fake
IDs.
We have a certain freedom that allows us to make
choices about the activities we do. We can decide
whether we want to follow a rule, but law enforcement
officials should also do their part to make sure people
are not breaking the law. We make our own choices,
but we could also face the consequences.
More bar raids would not be a bad idea since they
would help in enforcing the law. The argument over
the bar entry-age, whether it should be 19 or 21,
should not be an issue in this case. The law in
Charleston says people in the bar must be 21, so no
one under that age should be in the city’s bars.

W

hen asked what
the three most
important
aspects of journalism were, Joseph Pulitzer,
founder and publisher of
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
answered, “Accuracy, accuracy,
Chris Sievers
accuracy.”
Editor in chief
On Monday, The Daily
Eastern News failed to achieve
one of its most important functions of reporting by publishing an inaccurate story on the potential closing of
Thomas Hall dining service, a story filled with falsified
quotes.
This information was brought to my attention early
Monday morning by Joe Robbins, speaker of the
Student Senate. Later that morning Student Body
President Hugh O’Hara informed me via e-mail that
Student Government editor Aaron Swiercz had come to
his house at 11:45 p.m. Sunday to talk with his roommate, Student Senate member Nick Skipitaris, chair of
the senate’s Housing Committee. O’Hara said Swiercz
had with him a written copy of the story that already
contained quotes from Skipitaris. Essentially, the story
was written and quotes were attributed to Skipitaris
before our reporter interviewed him.
After investigating the allegations, I found that
Swiercz violated one of the most basic principles of journalism when he chose to fabricate and attribute quotes
regarding the closing of Thomas Hall’s dining service.
The use of these fabricated quotes attributed to
Skipitaris went against every journalistic principle in
newsgathering. Such actions cannot be tolerated at The
Daily Eastern News or any other legitimate news organizations. As a result of this disrespect for journalism,
Swiercz was fired from his position and suspended from
any other duties at the newspaper for one month.
As editor in chief of this publication, it is my duty to
oversee the quality and professionalism of this newspaper and to take swift action in eliminating any problems
that interfere with its professionalism and credibility.
If this action were to have happened at a professional newspaper, the person responsible would be

“Our job is to
expand on the
education that is
taught in
journalism
classrooms and
provide practical
experience .”

fired and his or her reputation
would be tarnished throughout
the industry, and journalism as
a whole.
However, The Daily
Eastern News has an addition
mission that other professional
newspapers do not have. Our
job is to expand on the education that is taught in journalism classrooms and provide
practical experience to students interested in the field of
journalism.
Since The Daily Eastern News is an excellent teaching
opportunity for aspiring journalists, I, as editor in chief
of this paper, believe that total banishment from the
paper would violate our service to the journalism department, the education of its students and the educational
opportunities provided by this university.
As a result of this incident, The Daily Eastern News
continued to uphold the precedent established several
years ago when another reporter violated the basic principles of journalism. In the future, this newspaper will
discipline staff members who violate basic journalism
practice and damage the credibility of the newspaper.
It is my hope that the students, faculty and staff of
Eastern Illinois University continue to look at the The
Daily Eastern News as a reliable source for information
on campus, city and world events.
As a result of this serious journalistic error, I apologize
to members of Student Government, the University
Housing and Dining staff, the staff of The Daily Eastern
News and the community of Eastern Illinois University.
I believe this inaccuracy and the person responsible
for it was handled professionally and correctly. I remain
confident the remaining members of the newspaper staff
will continue its tradition of excellence and will continue
in our newspaper’s motto: “Tell the truth and don’t be
afraid.”

■ Chris Sievers is a senior journalism major and a regular
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
cdsievers@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

■ The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

“

Today’s quote

Healing is inappropriate now, and dangerous.
There will be time later for the tears of sorrow.A
day cannot live in infamy without the nourishment of rage. Let’s have rage.
Lance Morrow,
in a post tragedy editorial for Time Magazine

”
The Daily
Eastern News
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Truth should be
objective, not deadline

Your
turn
Letters to the editor

Whether you work for the DEN
or for the Chicago Tribune, deadlines
are a reality. They are necessary but
shouldn’t make a reporter resort to
basing a story on rumors for the sake
of the deadline.
In the case of Monday’s story,
“Housing Committee Fears The

Closing of Thomas Hall Dining
Center,” I was quoted as receiving no
questions. After the article was written, I received a phone call from the
writer discussing the information that
was in this article.

EDITORIAL BOARD
CHRIS SIEVERS
MATT NEISTEIN
MICHELLE JONES
JOSEPH RYAN
SHAUNA GUSTAFSON
BILL RUTHHART

Editor
Managing editor
News editor
Associate news editor
Editorial page editor
Sports editor

I think that some of the writers of
the DEN need to remember their
motto — “Tell the truth.” Wouldn’t it
be better to miss the deadline,
rather than print lies?
Here’s an idea…if you want to get
a quote, don’t make it up, “Tell the
truth and don’t be afraid.”

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cdsievers@eiu.edu

Nick Skipitaris
senior, speech communication major
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cdsievers@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.

Local & state
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Council discusses theater Liaison on agenda once more
By Meg McNichols
City editor

The Charleston Alley Theatre could bring
its show to the new Kiwanis Park amphitheater
in the near future.
Theatre producer Tonya Wood was skeptical
at Tuesday’s Charleston City Council meeting
about the number of people its latest production, “Our American Cousin,” would draw if
held at the outdoor park.
“We don’t think that it would be a success
there,” Wood said. “I think people would walk
after half an hour.”
Wood was worried about low attendance at
the play because the amphitheater has only
hosted bands at past events.
Council members thought otherwise and
approved the $850 in funds necessary to promote
the play through brochures and advertisements.
“We’ll never know unless we give it a shot,”

said City Manager Bill Riebe.
No date was set for the play’s first show at
the amphitheater, and Wood said she would
discuss a venue change with the cast and crew.
In other business, the council approved a bid
award of $155,650 toward improvements on
the Eastgate Subdivision’s drainage system.
Mayor Dan Cougill said a new drainage system is necessary in the prevention of rain runoff
from causing further damage to the roads and
destroying residents’ property.
It is scheduled to be completed by Dec. 15.
More road resurfacing was scheduled with a
bid grant in the amount of $181,505. The
affected roads include Macomb, Middlelake
and Saratoga streets.
A fireman with the Lincoln Fire Protection
District addressed a letter sent to Cougill and
Riebe regarding a water meter leak, which is on
city property. Cougill said the meter would be
fixed as soon as possible.

By Jamie Fetty
Student government editor

At its meeting tonight, the Student Senate
will once again evaluate a candidate for the
position of Charleston City Council liaison.
The senate has no new business on
tonight’s agenda but will discuss three tabled
issues.
The first is a resolution recommending
that tuition be increased by 5 percent.
Another proposed resolution sets aside
$29.20 per student for fee increases, rather
than allowing entities that charge a fee to
make increases indiscriminately.
A resolution up for discussion would ban
non-senate members from speaking during
senate meetings except during time allotted
for audience participation.
“These two bills are incredibly important,” said Speaker of the Senate Joe

Sigma Phi Epsilon Rush 2001
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
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ΣΦΕ
Join The Men Of

LOCATED IN THE MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
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Tonight For
SUBWAY
6:00 - 9:00

ALL CLOTHING
ON FLOOR
20% OFF

(Red Brick House Off Of Greek Court)
“We Achieve What Others Think To Be Impossible”

HELP US REDUCE THE STOCK

Friday 2 pm/3 pm round-trip fare
Thursday bus
Noon Friday bus
4 pm Friday bus
Speedy, efficient schedules
Old Orchard trip time
Tickets available until Thursday
Spiffy new buses
Computerized ticketing
Legal, private bus service

Suburban
Express

EIU Union
Bus Service

$26.95
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

$31.95
No
No

Usually
Always
Yes
Yes

Rarely
Sometimes
Hardly
Maybe, No

No
Ha!
4 hrs 15 min 5 hrs 30 min

Tickets available ONLY
at Suburban Express Bus Center
Across 4th from Pemberton • 345-5880
www.suburbanexpress.com

Rush TKE...Rush TKE...Rush TKE...

Compare Suburban Express to
EIU-Hound and You’ll Understand Why

Sigma Phi Epsilon Rush 2001
Rush TKE...Rush TKE...Rush TKE...Rush TKE...

ΤΚΕ

To n i g h t - S t e a k & S h r i m p
Meet the Men of TKE & Play some Foosball

For rides Call 348 - 3TKE
Rush TKE...Rush TKE...Rush TKE...Rush TKE...

Rush TKE...Rush TKE...Rush TKE...

Smart Students Ride
Suburban Express

Robbins. He said discussion would be
allowed to continue beyond this week’s meeting, so senate members feel comfortable
passing the measures.
After liaison candidates Andrew Fererra
and Liela Morad failed to meet senate
approval the last two weeks for lack of experience and poor student government performance, respectively, Daryl Jones, vice president for public affairs, and Student Body
President Hugh O’Hara suggested Gary
Kelly for the position.
Jones is also in the process of taking the
senate to Judicial Affairs over issues of the
responsibility of appointing city council
liaisons. Robbins calls Jones’ charges, which
accuse the senate of taking that power from
him, “ludicrous.”
“We’ve told ( Jones) what we’re looking
for,” Robbins said. “Personally, I think Gary
Kelly is a very qualified candidate,” he said.

ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ

Join The Men
Of

Pi Kappa Alpha
Wednesday, September 19th 6:00 to 9:00
For Domino’s Pizza
at the Pike House In Greek Court
Thursday, September 20th 6:00 to 9:00
For Pi Kappa Alpha Smoker
at the Pike House

ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ ΠΚΑ
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Unemployment rates Piece of Peoria history unearthed
increase to 5.5 percent 171-year-old French settlement found in downtown area
CHICAGO (AP) — The state’s
unemployment rate edged higher
last month, state officials said
Tuesday.
The jobless rate went up twotenths of a percentage point to 5.5
percent in August, compared to a
jump of four-tenths of a point to 4.9
percent nationally, according to statistics from the Illinois Department
of Employment Security.
The number of payroll jobs
dropped 52,000 to 6.03 million during the month in Illinois, while the
number of unemployed seeking benefits increased by 8,000, the agency
reported.
During the past six months, the
jobless level has remained between

5.2 percent and 5.5 percent, the
IDES said.
There were job gains in certain
economic sectors last month, IDES
director Gertrude W. Jordan said.
“Construction employment continued to expand in August, with all
segments of the industry adding
jobs,” she said. “Job gains also were
recorded in services, retail trade and
transportation, but largely were offset by continued losses in manufacturing and wholesale trade, pushing
the unemployment rate up twotenths of a point.”
Construction employment rose
4.2 percent to 297,300 jobs, with
12,000 new positions, led by special
trades, with 9,300.

PEORIA (AP) — Archaeologists
believe they have finally found the
remains of an old French settlement in
Peoria, the first physical evidence indicating the area where Europeans first lived.
The site, which had been sought for
at least 25 years, was discovered on a
vacant lot near what is present-day
downtown Peoria. Searchers have
unearthed a trench about two feet deep
and one foot wide. About 60 feet have
been exposed, and the trench probably
runs on beneath a street and the back
yard of a house.
Robert Mazrim, an archaeologist
with the Illinois Transportation
Archaeological Research Program at the
University of Illinois, said the trench
marks the line of a fence, probably one
guarding a field of grain.

“Every villager was in charge of certain fields. You can see (from soil configurations) the fence falling over in one
area,” Mazrim said.
According to the Illinois State
Historical Society, the Peoria area was
explored by Louis Joliet and Jacques
Marquette in 1673 and Old Peoria Fort
and Village was founded in 1730.
Americans began moving into the area
about 1819.
The original French settlement was
noted on old maps, but its location wasn’t physically documented until now.
The vacant lot belongs to O’Brien
Steel, which agreed to the dig in preparation for a planned expansion of its business, which would include moving part
of an existing street. David Nolan, coordinator of the western Illinois survey

division of the transportation archaeology program, said the route “is not written
in stone” and could be adjusted.
Mazrim said the village probably was
where O’Brien Steel stands near the
riverfront today and the newly discovered
fence kept animals out of a cornfield.
The French typically built fences
and walls by digging a trench, then
using backfill to stabilize posts.
Mazrim said this trench is too shallow
to be the walls of a fort, and the lack
of other French artifacts nearby points
to it lying on the settlement’s outskirts.
Pat Goitein, a local historical
activist who has been photographing
the dig, said the discovery could open
the door to creation of a living historical French village exhibit.

Pickneyville mayor found dead from self-inflicted gunshot wound
they were unaware of any signs
that Heisner might take his own
life.
Heisner was first elected to
public office in 1983. He was
elected mayor in 1995 and reelected to the post four years
later.
The city’s commissioner of
accounts and finance, Harlan
Yeager, will serve as acting mayor
for 30 days, after which the city

ΣΝ

ΣΝ

ΣΝ

Come to the

council will appoint someone to
serve until the spring election,
Thomas said.
Pinckneyville, a town of about
5,500 once dominated by the coal
industry, has undergone significant growth since Heisner was
first elected mayor.
He and other city officials
obtained state and federal grants
and touted the city’s available
work force to attract several busi-
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Tonight for Papa John’s Pizza
and find out why
we excell in brotherhood.
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For questions or rides call Chris at 6519 or 6898
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nesses to the area, including a
state prison, a Matsushita DVD
factory, an industrial park with an
extension of Rend Lake College
and tentative plans with Arch
Coal Inc. to build a power plant.
“He was a great mayor,” said
Thomas. “But he was also a good
man, too.”
A telephone call by The
Associated Press to Heisner’s
home was not answered.
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Heisner died of a self-inflicted
gunshot wound, Kellerman said.
Heisner, a former coal miner,
was in his city hall office early
Tuesday
signing
papers,
Pinckneyville City Clerk Frances
Thomas said
“He said, ’I’m leaving, and I’ll
be back in a little while,”’ said
Thomas, who had worked with
Heisner for 18 years.
Thomas and Kellerman said

ΣΝ

PINCKNEYVILLE (AP) —
The two-term mayor of this
southern Illinois city was found
dead Tuesday from a self-inflicted
gunshot wound, officials said.
The body of Kirwan Heisner,
63, was found in a local cemetery
near the graves of his parents,
Perry County Sheriff Keith
Kellerman said. A small handgun
also was found, he said.
An autopsy determined that
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Roc’s
from Page 1

Redfront was a downstate-style
Charleston casino — if something had odds, the Redfront set
them.
Some employees are rumored
to believe that the body of a
gangster lurks in the walls of the
basement. Knoop insists this is
not true, although employees
have attested to a ghost wandering the Blackfront, causing disturbances after 1 a.m.
The evolution of law enforcement curbed the casino-style
gambling, and a change of ownership led to the name change to
Roc’s Blackfront in the early
1960s.
Roc’s Blackfront has always
been a safe haven for veterans of
the American armed forces from
earlier wars and later was a
Vietnam veterans watering hole,

Knoop said.
It is not all gambling and stories, however: Roc’s remain a
successful business on the
Square.
Rob Murray, bartender and
Roc’s employee for almost three
years, describes Roc’s as “a
Thursday tradition uptown with
a different atmosphere, old brick
buildings and an old-fashioned
martini bar.”
The martini bar is located
upstairs, at the Top of the Roc,
which has been open for more
than three years. Drinks, deejays
and dancing are a regular find
While the thought of ghosts
may be frightening, Roc’s ribs are
anything but scary.
Chris Beaupre, chef for over a
year, describes Roc’s as “the place
to go for the best ribs around.”
Roc’s has many entrees, appetizers, and specialties, but a slab of
Roc’s Baby Back Pork Ribs
smothered in the “Original
Norm’s Nirvana” barbecue sauce

is a big seller, Beaupre said.
The sauce is named after
Norm Petruschadt, Knoop’s
father-in-law, who has since
passed away.
Plants rest on the windows,
bottles of liquor line the bar and
the sight of roulette wheels, craps
and poker tables hanging on the
walls remind those in the dining
room of the deep heritage inside.
Roc’s is open Monday through
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 11 p.m., with
both bars open until 1 a.m.
Every day there are specials from
meatloaf at noon to mixers at
midnight.
Eight beers are always on tap,
and it can be a great place to
watch all the big games on digital cable, Knoop said.
For those who go and sit down
for a beer and some ribs, they
could ask Knoop about the
ghosts.
He’ll just smile and laugh and
tell some great stories about the
Blackfront.

Write for the DEN. Call 581-2812

Disability
from Page 1

a student with a disability, or even
mention in class that a specific student is allowed extra time.
Consequently, Disability Services
will administer a test to a student
with a disability..
In addition, teachers’ schedules
don’t always provide them the time
they would need to administer a
longer testing period. Waggoner
said if a teacher’s schedule doesn’t
“mesh” with the student’s, the
teacher can make arrangements in
advance for Disability Services to
administer the test.
In some cases, Disability Services
cannot accommodate students with
special needs.
Writing on deadline is an issue of
concern for journalism and English
teachers. Waggoner said if a teacher
determines that being able to meet a
deadline is an essential part of the
course’s curriculum, an exception
cannot be made for students with
disabilities.

Another example would be
spelling in foreign languages courses. If an instructor decides that some
criteria, such as correct spelling, is an
essential component of the course,
special accommodations cannot be
made.
In some cases, Disability Services
will meet with a teacher before the
semester begins to notify them that
a student with special needs will be
in that teacher’s class.
Senate member Luis Clay
Mendez, foreign languages professor, said his department is familiar
with this situation and that by visiting with the teacher beforehand,
Disability Services was able to
answer a lot of questions before they
occurred.
Waggoner’s office also will provide note-takers for students with
special needs and will work in conjunction with the Physical Plant to
ensure disabled students have a safe
path to class during inclement
weather.
The newest concern for Disability
Services lies in adapting technologyenhanced courses to the special
needs of students with disabilities.

EIU
S AV I N G S
Featuring 20/20 discount plan for EIU
Students, Faculty, and Staff.

Show ID to Save:
$10.00 off complete
eye exam
1/3 off pair complete
glasses (frames and lenses)

$10.00 off any complete
contact lens package or
$20 complete disposal
contacts 4 Boxes
Glasses in an hour (or so ) even BiFocals.
High Quality, Best Value & Fastest Service.
Dr.
Steve
Lane,
O.D.

FREE
ADJUSTMENTS
No other
discounts
apply

CROSS
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C O U N T Y M A L L • MATTOON, IL
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50 ¢
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Help wanted

For rent

For rent

For rent

Farm help needed. Experience
preferred.
Possible morning
hours.
Leave message on
machine. 348-8906.
_______________________9/19
Nanny needed for preschooler
and infant. Need 5 hour blocks
M-F between 8:00 - 4:30. Local
references a must! Prefer Early
Childhood Major. Please call 3456457. Possible room and board
included.
_______________________9/30
Campus Spokesperson needed.
$15/hr. job on campus. Campus
Information Services is currently
seeking highly motivated students. Must have strong interpersonal skills and very outgoing.
For more information call 800375-5701.
_______________________9/21
ATTENTION: Work from home.
$25-$75/hr PT/FT. Mail order
w
e
b
s
i
t
e
.
www.bestmoneynow.com, 1-800688-7715.
______________________10/01
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas and
Florida. Earn Cash and Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800234-7007.
endlesssummertours.com
______________________12/10
Attention CNA’s and Habilitation
Aides. Work in a small home setting with 5-8 children and adults.
No experience necessary. Paid
training for dependable staff.
Positions available for all shifts
due to program expansion. FT/PT
positions available for multiple
shifts with flexible scheduling.
1st, 2nd and 3rd shifts starting at
$7.50/hr, for youth program and
$8.00/hr. for adult program. FT
includes full benefits pkg. If you
are a good role model and enjoy
working with people, apply in person at 1550 Douglas Drive Chas.
EOE
_________________________00

Nice 2 bdrm duplex central air, off
st parking ,pets allowed. 348-5173
_______________________9/19
Rm. Quiet study friendly. close to
EIU
campus.
Kitchen,
washer/dryer. All utilities Paid,
$275 month. 1 avail now, 2 avail
spring. 345-5456
_______________________9/26
Need Sublessers: 1,2,3 for 3 bedroom nice, spacious duplex offcampus with washer/dryer. Call
345-3028.
_______________________9/28
3 bdrm apt., fully furnished, 9th St.
across from Buzzard. For more
information, call 348-0157
_________________________01
Loft Apartment on square, 3
Bedrooms, 3 Sky Lights, 3
Students. 345-2702
_________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
_________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLD).
_________________________01
New 3 bedroom apt. Furnished,
utilities included.
NO PETS!
2121 18th Street. Call 345-6885
or 345-7007.
_________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. OFFICE 345-1266 or 3463161.
_________________________01
2
Bedroom
Townhouse
Apartment. Furnished. Trash
pickup included. 2 blocks from
campus. Call 348-0350.
_________________________01
VERY LARGE 2 AND 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS.
FURNISHED,
CLOSE TO BUZZARD, CAMPUS,
SEPARATE LEASES, POOL, AND
LAUNDRY ON-SITE. LINCOLN
WOOD PINETREE 345-6000.

_________________________01
ONE MONTH RENT FREE!! One
block from campus. 4 bedroom
house. 773-230-8452
_________________________01
Now Renting newly remodeled
4BR house. Also available 1BR.
Phone 276-5537
_________________________01
MOVE IN SPECIAL -ONE
MONTH RENT FREE. 2-4 BR
one block from campus. $225 per
person for 2-4 people.
_________________________01
Very nice 2 bedroom close to
campus.
AC,
carpeted
$650/month. 10 month lease.
345-3232 day.
_________________________01
9th Street Apartments. 3BR for 23 people. NO PETS. 348-8305.
_________________________01
1 bedroom apartment 1 or 2 persons, 1542 4th St. Excellent condition, all electric, c/a. Quiet,
reserve parking, No Pets. 3457286.
_________________________01
2 Bedroom apratment acroos
from Rec Center. Excellent condition, all electric, c/a, parking, No
Pets. 345-7286.

_______________________9/20
Delta Chi’s, Good Luck this week
with Rush. I know you will do
wonderful. Love, your sweet-

For sale
_________________________01
HOUSE
FOR
SALE
BY
OWNER.
Charleston, great
starter or investment, privacy
fenced, corner lot, garage, new
roof, NO CONTRACT SALES,
348-5607

Personals
_______________________9/20
Congratulations Maegan Dudziqk
of Alpha Sigma Tau on being
pinned to Steve Albenico of
Lambda Chi Alpha. Love, Your
Sisters

Announcements
heart.
_______________________9/21
Meeting for all Homecoming
Coronation candidates tonight in
the Kansas Room at 9:30pm.
Bios and questionnaires are due!!
_______________________9/19
ADULT
NOVELTIES
+Bachelor/ette gags, gifts, cards
and games! GRAND BALL, 609
sixth, Charleston, T-F, 10-6, Sat
10-2.
_______________________9/21
ATTENTION LADIES have some
fun with sensual aids, novelties,
and adult toys. For any occasion.
Book yours today. Call Amy 618793-2779
_______________________9/26
FRATERNITY, SORORITY, STUDENT GROUPS, CLUBS, STUDENT ORGANIZATION- Earn
$500-$1000 in easy 3 hour event.
No sales required. Fund Raising
dates are filling quickly so call
today. Contact campus info services at 1-800-375-5701.
_______________________9/28
SPRING BREAK 2002 Jamaica,
Cancun, or Florida. Join Student
Travel Services, America’s #1
Student Tour Operator. Promote
trips at Eastern Illinois and earn
cash
and
free
trips.
Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
______________________10/12
BETTER BEEF MAKES BETTER
BURGERS. OURS ARE THE
BEST, BABY!
JOEY’S-WE
DELIVER-11 A.M. TIL12 MIDNIGHT. 345-2466 FAST FAST
FAST!
_______________________9/25

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE APTS.
(across from Carman Hall)

2219 S. 9TH ST. APT. #17

Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
29 Michael J. Fox
romantic comedy
31 Follower of
“on” and “off” in
a phrase
34 Odd couple?
35 Send packing
36 Milk: Prefix
37 Pool employee
39 Dart about
40 “When Will ___
Loved”
41 Earl’s inferior:
Abbr.
42 Custard treats
43 Cheech Marin
south-of-theborder comedy
47 How commissaries buy
things
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48 Like a 24Down, once
52 Dallas, familiarly
54 Routing word
55 Dumfries
denial
56 Neil Simon
four-skit comedy … or an apt
title for this
puzzle
61 Leghorn locale
62 Earth force
63 Hammered
obliquely
64 Pianist
Brubeck
65 Rose by another name?
66 Rag doll’s
name

1

61
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63

DOWN
1 Fall sign
2 Indian ___
3 Eagerly desire
4 Four quarters
5 Like Latvia or
Lithuania
6 Saudi capital
7 Biblical verb
ending
8 Abecedarian
phrase
9 Creep
10 ___ welder
11 Name in 1995
news
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HOMECOMING CORONATION CANDIDATES.
Coronation meeting for Candidates ONLY, tonight at
9:30pm in Kansas Room. Candidates bios are due.
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE. HC Activities/HC
Communitty Relations Meeting tonight at 9pm in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room. Window painting applications
due.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Communion service
tonight at 9pm at St. Philip Neri Chapel located across from
Andrews Hall. Fellowship following.
PSI CHI. Informational Meeting this evening at 6pm in
Physical Science building, room 3121 (331A) Anyone interested in joining the National Honor Society for psychology
majors is welcome!
KAPPA DELTA PI. Tim Croy, speaking about
ADD/ADHD, tonight at 7pm in Buzzard 2444.
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL. Weekly meeting tonight at
5pm in Arcola/Tuscola Room.
DELTA SIGMA THETA. Social “free food” tomorrow
night starting at 9pm in the Delta House, located in Greek
Court.
L.A.S.O. General meeting tonight at 6pm in Greenup Room
in MLK Union. Everyone welcome. See what’s new in
joining LASO.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Powerlight, tonight at 9:15pm
at the Wesleey Foundation across 4th from Lawson.
Contemporary Christian music with praise band F.O.A.M.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP. Wednesday Night
Bible Study/Ministry Fair tonight at 7pm.

Advertising =
More business =
More $$$$$$$$$$
Advertise

*Balconies & Patios *Central Air *Free Parking *1st Semester Leases available
for groups of 2 or 3 students
*Apts. for 2,3, or4 people *Reasonable Utilities *Laundry Facilities * Pool
TERRIFIC
A PA RTMENTS
345-6000

ACROSS
1 Out of one’s
gourd
5 City north of
Anaheim
9 Max ___ of
“Barney Miller”
13 Trash bin, e.g.
14 Small islands
15 Main line
16 Eddie Murphy
action comedy
19 Arctic explorer
John
20 KLM
announcement
21 Aleph-___
22 Bicarb and others
25 Rely on

CampusClips
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58

49
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59

55
60

Puzzle by Sam Bellotto Jr.

12 1/4 mile,
maybe

15 Sterling silver
and others
17 Scout’s job
18 Put to sleep
23 Shaft’s end
24 Recyclable
item
26 Eucalyptus
muncher
27 Venom

28 “The Flowering
Peach” playwright
30 Celtic sea god
31 Accused’s
need
32 Libreville’s land
33 Biting
37 Maidenhair
tree
38 Play for a sap
39 Motorist’s woe
41 Malign

42 Boxer’s bane
44 Marriageable
45 With 49-Down,
bygone
alliance
46 Sort of a disaster?
49 See 45-Down
50 Like most films
51 Indigent
53 Discontinue
56 Alfonso VI banished him
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Airline woes provide boon
for Greyhound business
DALLAS (AP) — Grounded airline passengers or travelers scared to
fly took the bus last week, pushing
ridership for Greyhound Lines to
levels typically seen only during
busy holidays, the company said.
The company said it pressed
nearly all of its 2,300 buses and
5,000 drivers into service — a big
jump from its fleet of 1,800 buses
that roll across America on a normal
day.
“It was all hands on deck,” said
Kristin Parsley, a spokeswoman for
Dallas-based Greyhound, the largest
U.S. bus line.

By Sunday, however, passenger
counts returned to the daily average
of about 70,000, the company
reported.
Greyhound didn’t provide specific numbers, but said passenger
counts last Thursday — which
marked the return of limited air service after Tuesday’s terrorist attacks
— rose from 10 percent above normal in New York to nearly 500 percent above average in Las Vegas.
In some places, ridership
approached numbers more typical of
Greyhound’s annual peak, around
the July 4th holiday, Parsley said.

FBI arrests three while
searching for another
DETROIT (AP) — The FBI arrested three men while
searching for another man who was on a list of people wanted for questioning about last week’s terrorist attacks, a U.S.
attorney’s office spokeswoman said Tuesday.
Federal agents raided the house and discovered false
visas, passports, Social Security cards and other identification, said spokeswoman Gina Balaya.
Agents did not find the man they were looking for, but
arrested three resident aliens from Morocco and Algeria, she
said. The man being sought was Nabil Al-Marabh, the FBI
said.
A federal court document identifies the three men arrested Monday evening as Karim Koubriti, 23; Ahmed Hannan,
33; and Farouk Ali-Haimoud, 21.
Agents found a planner with handwriting in Arabic,
according to the court document. It said among the writing
was information about an American base in Turkey, the
“American foreign minister,” and Alia Airport in Jordan.
Investigators also found what appeared to be a diagram
of an airport flight line, according to the court document
which did not identify the airport.
The FBI also seized documentation that showed the men
worked or had worked for the food service company Sky
Chef at Detroit Metropolitan Airport.

NIMDA
from Page 1
and that is what accounts for the
increased traffic, Lewis said.
Lewis compared it to a quiet
room with 100 people, with one
person telling someone else something to tell 10 more people. As
each person tells 10 people, the
whole room begins talking.
“Nimda”
attacks
mainly
Windows-based
machines,
Witsman said. The university server is on the UNIX system, which is
not Windows, so it should not be
affected, he said.
Two types of machines may be
affected, Witsman said. Any
Windows machine that is running
a Web server may be subject to the
virus. Subsequently, anyone using a
Web browser to access a Web server will be affected by the slowed
speed, Witsman said.
He said a Windows machine
that is set up to do file-sharing may
become infected as well.
Throughout the evening, the
virus was studied to try to find a
solution, Lewis said. He said the
solution will most likely come from
taking the advice of operating system manufacturers.

The boost for Greyhound varied
greatly by location, and some routes
were disrupted by the terrorist
attacks in New York and
Washington.
Greyhound’s terminal in the New
York Port Authority building was
closed Tuesday after the destruction
of the World Trade Center and didn’t
reopen until Thursday.
Across
the
Northeast,
Greyhound’s biggest market, other
bus stations were also closed
because of safety concerns, especially those near federal buildings,
Parsley said.

Victims’ families might
receive free college tuition
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — Families
of victims of last week’s terrorist
attacks would get free tuition to New
York’s public colleges under a plan
announced Tuesday.
Gov. George Pataki said the
scholarships, worth about $12,000 a
year, would cover tuition, fees, room,
board and transportation.
“These families should not have
to worry about how they are going to
pay for college, and with this measure, they will never have to,” Pataki
said.
Eligible would be families of
New York victims who died or were
seriously injured in the attacks,
whether in the Trade Center,

Pentagon or on the hijacked planes,
officials said. Scholarships for families of victims from other states and
countries would be limited to those
whose relatives died.
Students attending private colleges would receive aid packages of
the same value that they could apply
to the generally higher costs of those
schools.
Nearly 5,500 people remain
missing and 218 have been confirmed dead in the attacks on the
World Trade Center. At the
Pentagon, 189 are believed to have
died, while 44 were killed on the
hijacked plane that crashed in
Pennsylvania.

DOOONESBURY

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

Imagine...

An opportunity of a lifetime

BY MIKE PETERS

avail-

able to you in Chicago!
H ya t t R e ge n c y O ’ H a re
at
O ’ H a re I n t e r n a t i o n a l A i r p o r t
Is Currently Seeking:

Corporate Manage m e n t Tr a i n e e s
for all posi ti o n s.
If you are interested in joining our team of employees,
please stop by to see a Hyatt Representative
at the Caree r Fair.
Hyatt offers great benefits and exciting opportunities
for growth.
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Men’s soccer team ends
gameless two-week break
IUPU-Fort Wayne gives Eastern competition
By Matt Meinheit
Staff writer

Much like the rest of the sports
world, Eastern’s men’s soccer team had
its season halted in response to last
week’s tragedies in New York and
Washington.
The team was set to play a tournament hosted by IUPU-Indianapolis this
weekend, but on Friday morning interim President Lou Hencken and Director
of Athletics Rich McDuffie decided to
suspend Eastern’s athletics.
The Panthers will not play again
until Sunday, when they host IUPUFort Wayne at Lakeside Field. It will be
14 days after their last game on Sept. 9.
Men’s head soccer coach Adam
Howarth has had the difficult task of
trying to keep his team focused while
allowing them time to mourn.
“It is an unbelievable situation,”
Howarth said.
“I understand how everyone is feeling, trying to cope with despondency
while trying to return to normalcy.”

As a result, Howarth has been
forced to mix up his practices in an
effort to have his team ready for
Sunday.
“It is always tough when you are on
a long break,” he said.
“We have tried to split it up by taking a few days off and doing some fun
activities like going golfing as a team to
keep everyone sharp. We will key it up
in the next few days to get ready for
Sunday.”
In the meantime, the team has also
been working on improving its defense.
“We have been working on a couple
of different systems, experimenting
with other formations,” Howarth said.
“We have been hitting hard the
defensive part of our game.”
Despite the two-week wait, the players are looking forward to the competition.
“We are getting refreshed, relaxed,
ready and anxious,” senior Ben Cox
said. “We have had some good training
sessions and have maintained a good
level of intensity in practice.”

Sara Figiel/ Photo editor

Freshman Dan Flahive dribbles the ball against DePaul at Lakeside Field earlier this season.

Pop’s Italian Beef Sandwiches

Tonight at the
Delta Chi House
from 6-9
We can not run from who we are...
Our destiny chooses us.

DELTA CHI
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Eastern Illinois University
Proudly Presents
In The Tradition of Cirque Du Soliel
Internationally
Acclaimed Circus from
Quebec City,

Saturday, October 27, 2001
Lantz Gymnasium 8 PM
General Public $20.00
All Seats Reserved
* Tickets Available *
MLK Jr. Union-Box Office
M-F 10 AM - 3 PM
Visa & MasterCard
Accepted
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e
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Get Your Tickets
Sigma Chi
Rush
Schedule
Fall ‘01

Wednesday, September 19

All You Can Eat Domino’s Pizza
Casual Dress
6:00-9:00 p.m.

Thursday, September 20

White Cross Dinner
Prime Rib Catered by E.L. Krackers
Coat & Tie Appreciated 6:00-9:00 p.m.

Friday, September 21

Formal Smoker
Coat & Tie Appreciated

ΣΧ

5:00

YOU’LL FIND IT HERE!

For Rides and Information Call Mark at 345-6547 or Joe at 581-6883
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Wisconsin requests no-fly zone
MADISON, Wis. (AP) – The
University of Wisconsin has
requested a no-fly zone over Camp
Randall Stadium when the Badger
football team resumes its home
schedule Sept. 29.
“I believe in the aftermath of our
national tragedy that it would be
extremely upsetting to people seated
in Camp Randall Stadium to witness aircraft circulating the stadium
within a minimal distance of 500 to
1,000
feet,”
UW-Madison
Chancellor John Wiley said
Tuesday.
The
Federal
Aviation
Administration has barred aircraft
from flying in the vicinity of
Michigan Stadium in Ann Arbor
during Michigan’s game Saturday
with Western Michigan.

Michigan athletic director Bill
Martin had asked the FAA to
restrict the space following last
week’s terrorist attacks. The stadium
is the biggest on a U.S. college campus, with more than 107,000 seats.
Sports fans are used to seeing
small aircraft fly over stadiums
pulling advertising banners.
Susan Riseling, university police
chief at UW-Madison, said the
campus police are monitoring
games elsewhere this weekend to
see what additional safety measures
must be taken in Madison when the
Badgers play Western Kentucky on
Sept. 29.
That game was originally scheduled for last Saturday but was scuttled by the national tragedy. The
Badgers play at Penn State

Ruthhart
from Page 12

But Eastern will have to make the sixhour haul to Richmond and both teams will
be well-rested, having plenty of time to prepare.
The Colonels also appear to be a much
improved team and will likely give Eastern’s
offense one of its best tests of the year.
EKU’s young squad led the league total
defense and finished fourth in the nation in
that category. The Colonels also led the

country in scoring defense until the season’s
final week and led the conference in that
category as well.
Another bright spot for EKU has been
the outstanding play of redshirt tailback C.J.
Hudson who has rushed for 356 yards and
six touchdowns in the Colonels’ first two
games.
Perhaps EKU’s most impressive stat is
the halftime score of their opening game
against Division I-A opponent Central
Michigan.
The Colonels led CMU 21-19 at halftime, before eventually losing 42-28.
While it’s obvious the Panthers will have

RUSH ΣΠ

RUSH ΣΠ

RUSH ΣΠ

SIGMA PI

Wednesday, September 19th come and join
the men of Sigma Pi for all you can eat
gourmet sandwiches servings
begins at 5 pm at 956 6th Street

broth .er .hood (-hood ’) 1. An
association of men united in a
common interest, work, creed, etc.
2. SEE S igma P i
For rides call Chris at 345-2701 or Sig Pi house 345-9523
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RUSH ΣΠ

RUSH ΣΠ
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In addition to a strong passing performance, the Panthers
also kept the service errors to a
minimum with only six.
Winkeler also saw some
strong play from senior outside
hitter Amy Heimann, who is still
recovering from an injury she
suffered last spring.
In the first game, Eastern
jumped out to a 10-point lead,
only to see it slowly diminish.
The Panthers were able to
keep the Jaguars at bay with help
from freshman outside hitter
Erica Gerth, who led the team
with 11 kills.
Gerth started the game with

more experienced, talented players on the
field, EKU has the advantage of not having
to make the longest road trip in the conference.
Both teams must also overcome the distractions the terrible terrorist attacks have
created in the past week. Whoever overcomes that the fastest may have the upperhand.
One thing is for sure: this weekend’s
game will be the biggest test Eastern will
face from a conference opponent.
The preseason runner-up pick in the
OVC, Tennessee Tech, will travel to
Charleston next week as will Tennessee

RUSHΣΠ RUSHΣΠ RUSHΣΠ RUSHΣΠ

RUSHΣΠ RUSHΣΠ RUSHΣΠ RUSHΣΠ

RUSH ΣΠ

Saturday.
Green Bay Police Chief Jim
Lewis said he’d also like to have aircraft blocked from flying over
Lambeau Field during Green Bay
Packers games for the rest of the
season.
Federal regulations should keep
all aircraft, including blimps, from
flying over Lambeau Field during
the Packers’ game against the
Washington Redskins Monday
night, Lewis said.
The FAA is reviewing the UW’s
request to restrict aircraft over
Camp Randall Stadium. The FAA
said individuals or institutions can
request a temporary flight restriction that would keep flights out of
an area for a one-mile radius and at
least 3,000 feet above ground level.

Streak

only one attack error in seven
attempts and finished the
match with a .529 attack percentage.
Junior outside hitter Karen
Liss and senior middle hitter
Leslie Przekwas each had eight
kills.
“We were pretty much in
control of the whole match,”
Winkeler said.
“It was really a good warmup for coming into conference
play.”
While Winkeler said she was
impressed with most of the
team’s aspects of play, blocking
continues to be a concern.
“We weren’t really happy with
the way we’ve been blocking,”
Winkeler said.
“But we don’t want to be perfect yet. We hope it’s something
that we can improve on.”

State for Parents Weekend, but these won’t
pose the challenge Saturday’s game will.
The Panthers won’t lose a game at home
this year. They’re too talented, too experienced and too good to lose in their own
backyard. Aside from October’s road game
at San Diego State, this game will prove to
be Eastern’s toughest.
The score will show how well the
Panthers were prepared for the test. If they
pass, you can expect this team to accelerate
to a conference championship without looking back. If they fail, the Panthers might not
be able to change the flat tire in time to win
the race.

Eastern Illinois University
Bus Stop Locations
For Drop Off On Friday Evening
And Pick Up On Sunday Evening
Phone: (217) 581-5122
Website:
www://eiu.edu~union/busservice.html
Two Convenient
Pick Up Points on Fri.
Union 2:30 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
9th St. 2:50 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.

RUSH ΣΠ

Happy Birthday Kara!
Wednesday

Customor Appreciation Day

PUTTING YOU FIRST!
PUTS US FIRST!
$1.00 Domestic Bottles

Lasagna,
Garlic Bread,
and Salad

$7.95
Say AHH! Get Ready to
Drink! Love,
Your Girls

Miller Lite Pts.
$1.00

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Tommy Boy

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
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Extra Innings

Panther Sports Calendar
Friday: Cross Country hosts Eastern Illinois Open
Friday: Volleyball team vs. Morehead State at Lantz
Gym at 7 p.m.
Saturday: Football vs. Eastern Kentucky, 11 a.m.
Sunday: Men’s soccer vs. IUPU-Fort Wayne

Eastern extends streak to five
Volleyball team
defeats IUPUI
on the road

Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
e-mail: cubrr2@pen.eiu.edu

By Nate Bloomquist
Staff writer

First test
comes
with EKU
ne game down, one
game canceled and nine
games to go.
That’s what the Panther football team faces entering this weekend’s road game at Eastern
Kentucky.
The 11 a.m. Saturday game
broadcast live on Fox Sports
South from Richmond, will mark
just the Panthers’ second game in
this four-week old football season.
With a bye week to open the
season, and the cancellation of the
Illinois State game last weekend,
Saturday’s conference opener will
prove to be more crucial than it
did on paper at the beginning of
the season.
The Illinois State game was to
be the early season test for
Eastern. The Redbirds were
ranked as high as No. 21 in the
Sports Network poll and had
handed the Panthers losses in each
of the last three seasons.
If Eastern could defeat ISU
and, better yet, win convincingly,
the game had the potential to provide the Panthers with a critical
burst of momentum to start the
season.
The Ohio Valley Conference
opener against the Colonels this
weekend has now turned into that
game. EKU plays well at home in
Roy Kidd Stadium, and their head
coach, for whom the facility is
named after, is coming off his
300th career win two weeks ago.
Like the Panthers, EKU also
canceled its game last week at
Elon. Eastern Kentucky, Elon and
as Illinois State all received votes
for the Top 25 this week, while
the Panthers are ranked No. 11 in
the Sports Network I-AA poll.
It’s obvious on paper that the
Panthers are a more talented team.
Kidd knows that.
“This is going to be a tough
game. They look to be the same
team from last year,” Kidd said.
“But we’ll still get after them. I’m
confident our guys will be ready to
play.”
The Panthers do return most
of a team that routed EKU 49-6
last year at O’Brien Stadium.
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Eastern head volleyball coach
Brenda Winkeler doesn’t take
much stock in just wins and losses. Instead, improvement is the
key.
As the Panther squad continues
to
Volleyball
improve,
they’ve
won five
matches
in a row.
The latestvictory
came against IUPU-Indianapolis
(1-7) in a 3-0 decision on the road
Tuesday.
Eastern won by scores of 3026, 30-24, 30-21.
The win gave the Panthers (52) some much needed momentum
after a one-week respite. Eastern
begins its Ohio Valley Conference
season Friday at home against
Morehead State (6-2, 2-0).
“It was definitely good to get
out there and get a chance to play
again,” Winkeler said.
“We definitely did some things
we wanted to do.”
Among the laundry list of
things the Panthers looked to
accomplish coming in to the
match were getting both setters,
freshman Lindsay Perkins and
senior Rebecca Ooyen, equal
playing time.

Kate Mitchell/ Associate photo editor

Freshman setter Lindsay Perkins sets the ball as senior middle hitter Leslie Przekwas prepares for the kill in a
recent game in Lantz Gym. Eastern defeated IUPU-Indianapolis 3-0 Tuesday.

See STREAK Page 11

Women’s soccer team defeats DePaul
By Matt Williams
Staff writer

Despite the rainy conditions, the
women’s soccer team battled
DePaul to a 4-0 victory Tuesday
night at Lakeside Field.
The Panthers responded to the
Blue Demon pressure and handed
DePaul its first loss of the season.
“It gave us motivation knowing
they were
Men’s Soccer
undefeate d , ”
Eastern
head coach
S t e v e
Ballard
s a i d .
“When the game starts, it makes no
difference to them who they are
playing. They just go out and play.”
The scoring began in the 18th
minute of the first half on a through
ball sent from freshman forward

4
0

Katie Siwicke to sophomore forward Beth Liesen. Liesen chipped
the ball over the oncoming DePaul
goalkeeper for her sixth goal of the
season.
Despite DePaul outshooting
Eastern 11-4, the Panthers still
held on to their 1-0 lead at the half.
“Not playing for eight days was
hard on us,” Ballard said. “It took us
a half to get going and start playing
our game.”
With Eastern in the lead, it saw
a scare in the second half when a
Blue Demon forward found herself
in front of the net alone with the
ball. Eastern’s defense relied on
freshman goalkeeper Lindsay
Dechert, who dove for the ball and
came away with the save.
“Playing in the rain is hard
because the ball skips more,”
Dechert said.
“You just have to get a good grip
on the ball.”
Dechert remained under the net

“

When the game starts, it makes no difference to them who
they are playing. They just go out and play.

for the entire game, earning her first
career shutout – a first for the
Panthers this season.
The Panthers took the game out
of the Blue Demons’ reach with
seven minutes left to play.
Liesen sent a cross that sophomore forward Teri LaRoche headed, which found the back of the
net.
With less than five minutes left
in the game, the Panthers added
two more goals from Liesen and
junior forward Cara LeMaster.
Ballard said this game made a
statement, but they still need to go

Steve Ballard,
head women’s soccer coach

”

into every game with respect for
their opponents.
Not only did the team score four
goals against the Blue Demons, but
they also prevented DePaul’s strong
offensive attack from scoring.
“I think (the defense) did very
well,” Dechert said. “They stayed
organized and did not make mistakes.”
Liesen added that this was a
huge confidence booster after being
off for a long time.
After canceling this weekend’s
games in Hawaii, the Panthers will
now prepare for an added game

